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A New Life
When the world has gone to sleep
I knew that you were waiting
I've wasted my ideas
For much lesser things than this

While the morning light descends
I choose the finest hour
To harvest all your tears
For a brighter day to come

In the vacuum of time
The fear that we're creating
Is never strong enough
To scare me from staying away
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Hysteria
Sweet hysteria
Moves and drives my heart
Heal me again
Heal me again

Sweet hysteria
Leave your maze unmasked
Reach out again
Reach out again

Sweet hysteria
Fuel addictive thoughts
Keep them within
Keep them within

Time - for a silent call
A hidden memory seducing me to walk on or
Wait - for a final chance
A healing remedy rocking me back and forth
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Iceland
Touch me
Let me take control
It is time to leave this battlefield
I've been waiting for so long
It's an Iceland without you

Now let me take control
I can lead us through this battlefield
I will wait no more
In this Iceland without you

The time we spent - intoxicated
I want to sleep and dream with you
Instead I stray those gloomy nights
Will you wait for me when the day awakes
In the light

Forgotten comfort of your presence
My sliced emotions crave your lust
Before this body turns to dust
Will you wait for me when the day awakes
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Still Turn Me On
You still turn me on
Simply by the way you look
With feelings so strong
I have to move along

You still turn me on
Endure the loss of serenity
Come bring it on
Come bring it on right back to me

Don't shut me out
Of your world
Bless this curse
You leave me so
Incomplete
Bittersweet

You still turn me on
Simply by the way you cry
Now tell me who's wrong
Who's to blame for this and why

You still turn me on
You do it now and probably
You will turn me on
As you
Still turn me on
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Fine Line
What about the way we feel
A life so short so real
My name a blink in time
Their lies remain to shine

I'm drawing a fine line
My life on a timeline in decay, gone astray.
Keep wasting your lifetime
We're having a fine time, Far away, far away

Wake up and speak the truth
Our hopes rely on you

I'm drawing a fine line
My life on a timeline in decay, gone astray.
it's only a fine line
We're having a fine time, Far away, far away

It's the laughter I'll remember
The smile I choose to keep
Love returns to sender
Back into the deep

I redefine the outline
I hold the peace inside
I create my own tomorrow
I'm starting here tonight

I am searching for the purest
I am thankful for the truth
I will never become that bitter
And turn my back on you

It's easy to understand
My love will never end
It's written down in the lifeline
At the palm of my hand
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Miracles
Do you know the passages to heaven
Have you seen the miracles of life
Do you know your final destination
Have you seen the miracles of life

I will travel through my past
To find my destiny
That's waiting there at last

The peace is in my heart now
The pulse still beating
I've been looking for your face
Do you read my reading/Do you hear my calling

To give me peace of mind here
And stop the bleeding
How can we ever get enough?
And start believing

Your world is out of reach now
Your words deceiving
I've been running through this maze
That seems never-ending

To give me peace of mind here
And stop the bleeding
Why can't we ever get enough?
And start believing

Run away - or better not
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Misery
Through this night I see
In brightness
A galaxy of light
Shine your light on me
Forever
To end my misery

Trembling - effect
Stumbling - attack
Breaking - neglect
Emotion - reject
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Liar
I have always trusted you
To be my desire
Now tell me what I do
with words so vain

Is it true what I have heard
That you are a liar
Give me reasons to believe
In nothing but you

Hey hey, I'm so desperate
Give me a reason, give me a reason to live, to forgive
Give me a reason, give me a reason to live

I have always wanted you
To be my desire
Now all that I can do
Is drown this pain

If it's true what I have heard
That you are a liar
Give me reasons to believe
In nothing
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Vain
Do you realize the words you say,
Make me tremble in darkness?
Bashing sentiments away,
in the blink of a moment

How come I let you get this far,
Renounce all the gashes?
It's time to celebrate the end
And dance on our ashes

As we stare into the sun
There's a brighter light inside of me
That burns and lingers on
A desire yet so vain

And now that all my fears are gone
I am trying so hard to rescue me
But how can I go on
When no feelings remain

Pessimistic attitudes
Will lead us to nowhere
Nothing really seems to work
In my absurd daily rat race

How come I let you get this far,
Renounce all the gashes?
It's time to celebrate the end
And dance on our ashes
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The Final Cut
The cut is made
Why do I hold on or slightly hesitate
Dying for the secrets that you keep
Slowly healing wounds from my deceit
The cut is made

Stay
It will stop the bleeding
And save a drifting soul
From suffering
From leaving and falling apart
The final cut is made
As a scar becomes a tale
In the end we sleep alone

The cut is made
Deep inside I knew it's unavoidable
Brutally exposed the lies concealed
Damaging the superficial life
The cut is made
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